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Abstract. Controlled experiments were performed to investigate the acoustic signal response of the Swiss plate geophone 

(SPG) system impacted by bedload particles varying in size, impact angle and transport mode. The impacts of bedload 10 

particles moving by saltation, rolling, and sliding were determined by analyzing the experimental videos and corresponding 

vibration signals. For a particle impact on the bed or on the geophone plates, the signature of the generated signal in terms of 

maximum amplitude, number of impulses and centroid frequency was extracted from the raw monitoring data. So-called 

signal packets were determined by performing a Hilbert transform of the raw signal. The number of packets was calculated 

for each transport mode and for each particle size class, with sizes ranging from 28.1 mm to 171.5 mm. The results show 15 

how the number of signal impulses per particle mass, the amplitude of the signal envelope, and the centroid frequency 

change with increasing particle size, and they also demonstrate the effect of bedload transport mode on the signal response of 

the SPG system. We found that there is a general increase in the strength of the signal response or in the centroid frequency 

when the transport mode changes from sliding to rolling to saltation. The findings of this study help to better understand the 

signal response of the SPG system for different bedload transport modes, and may also contribute to an improvement of the 20 

procedure to determine bedload particle size from the SPG signal. 

1 Introduction 

Quantification of bedload transport processes constitutes a significant challenge in river dynamics and can provide a 

prerequisite for the design of hydraulic engineering structures and for the assessment of natural hazards (Rickenmann, 2016). 

Additionally, measurements of bedload transport rates in both laboratory and field help to improve understanding of its 25 

transport mechanism and to validate existing models or formulas (Habersack and Laronne, 2002; Schneider et al., 2015; 

Rickenmann, 2020). 

In general, there are two types of methods for measuring bedload transport rate, including (1) direct methods to measure 

the transported bedload mass, installing physical samplers and traps on the river bed for some time frame (Bunte et al., 2004; 

Childers, 1999; Emmett, 1980; Hayward, 1980; Helly and Smith, 1971; Gray et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2005); (2) indirect 30 
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methods, in particular, the acoustic-based monitoring devices, including piezoelectric sensors (Krein et al., 2008; 

Rickenmann and McArdell, 2007), hydrophones (Barton et al., 2010; Camenen et al., 2012; Rigby et al., 2015, 2016; Geay et 

al., 2017), pipe microphones (Mizuyama et al., 2010), geophones (Rickenmann et al., 2012, 2014; Rickenmann, 2017) and 

seismic sensors (Farin et al., 2019; Gimbert, 2019; Roth et al., 2017; Tsai et al., 2012). 

The advantage of the indirect bedload measuring method is to provide long-term continuous data on bedload transport 35 

(Rickenmann, 2017). In comparison, the direct bedload measuring method is suited for gravel-bed streams under the 

condition of low- or medium-discharge levels and typically relatively short sampling duration (Gray et al., 2010), and taking 

bedload samples can be challenging in case of large flow discharges and steep streams (Rickenmann and Fritschi, 2017; 

Nicollier et al., 2019). However, the indirect measurements must be calibrated using the direct methods (Wyss et al. 2016a, 

2016b). 40 

Acoustic-based indirect devices record the vibration signals generated by bedload particles impacting on a stream bed, an 

impact plate, or an impact pipe (Rickenmann, 2017). The acoustic vibration signal contains information, e.g. in terms of 

amplitude, impulses and characteristic frequency (Barton et al., 2006; Burtin et al., 2008, 2010, 2011; Govi et al., 1993; Hsu 

et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2012; Vasile, 2020), which can be used to infer the bedload transport rates (Wyss et al., 2016a, 2016b; 

Nicollier et al., 2020). One such method, the Swiss plate geophone (SPG) system is a robust monitoring device that records 45 

the acoustic signal generated by bedload particle impacting onto steel plates. The SPG system was deployed at more than 20 

field sites, mainly across Europe (Rickenmann, 2017), aiming to derive bedload fluxes and particle size distributions (Wyss 

et al., 2016c). Significant differences between field-based calibration relationships were found to be possibly caused by 

variations of particle impact location and impact angle (Turowski et al., 2013), particle shape (Cassel et al., 2021; Krein et al., 

2008), streamflow velocity (Rickenmann et al., 2014; Wyss et al., 2016a), grain size distribution (Nicollier et al., 2021a), and 50 

particle transport mode (Krein et al., 2008; Turowski and Rickenmann, 2009; Turowski et al., 2015). 

In addition to field calibration measurements, controlled flume experiments were conducted with different types of 

acoustic devices (Beylich and Laute, 2014; Moen et al., 2010; Mizuyama et al., 2010; Wyss et al., 2016a), to investigate their 

suitability for monitoring of bedload transport with variable transport modes (Tsakiris et al., 2014). In particular, the bedload 

transport modes, namely, saltation, rolling and sliding, influence the acoustic signal response of geophones or other acoustic 55 

sensors (Tsakiris et al., 2014), thus affecting the signal-bedload calibration relations. Previous studies have shown that the 

transported particles in the mode of rolling and sliding are associated with a more important signal power at lower 

frequencies compared to salting particles (Krein et al., 2008; Thorne, 1985). This finding was also supported by a flume 

experiment with a geophone impact plate, using unisize spherical glass beads with different transport modes (Tsakiris et al., 

2014). Additionally, the signal responses of the geophone were observed to depend both on flow conditions and on transport 60 

modes (Tsakiris et al., 2014). It is therefore important to quantify the effect of the transport mode on the signal response, as 

this will eventually affect the signal-based particle size classification. 

Controlled outdoor flume experiments with the SPG system (Nicollier et al., 2021) were carried out to better understand 

the influence of transport mode. However, flow conditions (turbidity, illumination) sometimes impaired the clarity of the 
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videos that were recorded by a camera during the experiments to capture the motion characteristics of bedload particles. A 65 

way to extend the experimental data is to apply the finite element method (FEM), which has been used already successfully 

to simulate the structural dynamic responses of the SPG system impacted by a quartz sphere falling vertically onto the SPG 

plate (Chen et al., 2021). The FEM simulation is used here also for non-vertical impacts to investigate the effect of different 

bedload impact angles, covering a wide range of angles for transport modes (saltation, rolling, and sliding) observed in the 

flume experiments. 70 

The aim of the present paper is to investigate how the signal response of the SPG system impacted by bedload particles 

changes for different transport modes. First, controlled flume experiments and inclined chute experiments were performed 

with natural bedload particles and quartz spheres. On the basis of the video material recorded during these experiments, we 

compared for each impact event the motion of the bedload particles, including transport mode, impact position, and impact 

instant with the acoustic signal recorded by the SPG system. Second, a FEM model of the SPG system was used to simulate 75 

the signal response of the SPG system produced by quartz spheres with varying impact angles ranging from 0° to 90° for 

different particle sizes, and the results were compared with the observations from the inclined chute experiment. Data from 

the physical experiments and the numerical simulations were analyzed quantitatively in terms of signal responses for each 

transport mode and for changing particle size. 

2 Methods 80 

2.1 Controlled experiments 

2.1.1 Experimental set-up 

Full-scale controlled flume experiments were performed with natural bedload particles varying in size (Nicollier et al., 2019, 

2020, 2021a), using an outdoor experimental facility at the Oskar von Miller Institute of the Technical University of Munich 

in Obernach, Germany. The entire experimental system can be divided into serval parts including the flume channel made of 85 

concrete, the measuring reach equipped with different types of sensors (Fig. 1a), namely the Swiss plate geophone (SPG) 

system, the miniplates accelerometer (MPA) and the Japanese pipe microphone (JPM), and the basin for collecting and 

recycling bedload particles. This experimental system enables quantitative investigations regarding the process of bedload 

transport, observing the characteristics of the particles motion and measuring the vibration signals during the bedload 

transport process. The experimental channel reach used in this study has a rectangular cross-section, a length of 24 m, a 90 

width of 1.02 m, a maximum depth of 2.02 m and a slope of 4% (Nicollier et al., 2019). The channel bed roughness is made 

up by gravel particles that have a size corresponding to D67 and D84 of the bedload material sampled in the field, embedded 

in concrete and about half their size protruding into the flow. The SPG system is installed in the measuring reach (Fig. 1a) 

with the plates mounted flush with the channel bed and with the geophone sensor recording the vertical vibration 

(displacement velocity) of the plate. The side wall of the measuring reach is made up by plexiglass for video observation. 95 
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Figure 1: Measuring site at the Obernach experimental flume. (a) Measuring reach with different types of sensors mounted 

on the flume bed, including the Swiss plate geophone (SPG), the miniplate accelerometer (MPA) and the Japanese pipe 

microphone (JPM). (b) Frames from video recorded during a controlled flume experiment, used for the tracking of particles 

(mean b-axis = 127.9 mm) impacting onto and moving over the SPG plates. The particle marked with the red rectangle is 100 

transported in saltation, while the one marked with the blue rectangle is sliding. (c) Frames from video recorded during a 

drop experiment with a wood chute inclined at an angle of 45°. G1 and G2 in (a) are two plates of the SPG system, and the 

black dot IP marks the impact location of the bedload particles on the plate G2 for the inclined chute experiments. The time 

interval between consecutive frames for each column in (b) and (c) is 1/3 s. The length of the geophone plate in flow 

direction is 0.36 m. 105 

2.1.2 Flume experiments 

During the flume experiments, the experimental flow rate was maintained constant, with a flow depth of about 0.54 m and 

the flow velocity set to 3.3 m/s and monitored using a flow meter (OTT MFpro) positioned 0.1 m above the SPG plate in the 

middle of the cross-section. The bedload particles with a natural shape were released into the flume several meters upstream 

of the SPG system. A Lenco camera was set in a side view perpendicular to the plexiglass side wall to record videos with 30 110 

frames per second (FPS) throughout the duration of each experiment. Fig. 1b shows typical images of two different particles 

of size class C9, moving over the SPG plates. The video recordings were analyzed frame by frame and the instants of 

bedload particle impacts on the concrete bed and the SPG plates were determined. In addition, the transport modes of the 

particle were assessed from the videos (i.e. saltation, rolling or sliding, as illustrated in Fig. 3). The experimental particles 

were sorted into 10 size (C1 to C10) classes ranging from 12.3 mm to 171.5 mm (Tab. 1). In this study, only the data 115 

obtained from experiments involving the particle size class C4 to C10 are presented. Particle impacts for the size classes C1 
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to C3, ranging from 12.3 mm to 21.8 mm, were difficult to distinguish due to (1) poor lighting conditions resulted in low 

contrast in the video frame image, and (2) the large number of small-sized particles for each experimental run. 

Table 1: Bedload particle characteristics for each grain size class j. 

Bedload size class 

j [-] 

Mean size Dj 

[mm] 

Mean particle 

mass Mj [kg] 

Number of particles 

for each run n [-] 

C1 12.3 0.003 50 

C2 17.4 0.010 50 

C3 21.8 0.019 40 

C4 28.1 0.041 33 

C5 37.6 0.094 20 

C6 53.2 0.265 20 

C7 71.3 0.574 20 

C8 95.5 1.249 10 

C9 127.9 3.633 5 

C10 171.5 8.743 5 

2.1.3 Inclined chute experiments 120 

Significant differences between transport modes (saltation, rolling, and sliding) were observed with regard to the impact 

angle on the channel bed. Therefore, an inclined chute experiment was conducted in still water to examine the effect of 

particle impact angle on the signal response of the SPG system (Fig. 1c). The length of the chute was 1.0 m and the width 

was about 0.1 m. Due to the solid friction it was difficult for the particles released at the top of the wood chute to keep 

moving at small chute angles. Hence, the experimental angles in this study were chosen as 45° and 60° for natural bedload 125 

particles with sizes ranging from 12.3 mm to 95.5 mm (where the size is given as the b-axis of the particle) and for spherical 

particles with sizes ranging from 20 mm to 82 mm. For each test, the flow velocity was around 0 m/s (no flow) and the water 

depth was 0.84 m. The impact velocity of the bedload particle on the SPG plates was determined to be about 3.7 m/s and 4.1 

m/s for chute angles of 45° and 60°, respectively, considering the energy conservation law or estimated using the 

experimental video frames. 130 

Table 2: Mean particle size Dj and mass Mj and number of test repetitions m for bedload particle size class j for the impact 

experiments with channel angles of 45° and 60°. S1, S2, S3, and S4 refer to four quartz spheres of increasing size. 

Bedload size 

class j [-] 

Mean size 

Dj [mm] 

Mean mass 

Mj [kg] 

Number of 

tests m [-] 

Chute slope 

angle θ [°] 

C1 12.3 0.003 10 45°, 60° 

C2 17.4 0.010 10 45°, 60° 

C3 21.8 0.019 10 45°, 60° 

C4 28.1 0.041 10 45°, 60° 

C5 37.6 0.094 10 45°, 60° 

C6 53.2 0.265 10 45°, 60° 
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C7 71.3 0.574 10 45°, 60° 

C8 95.5 1.249 10 45°, 60° 

S1 20.0 0.012 5 45°, 60° 

S2 31.0 0.050 5 45°, 60° 

S3 51.0 0.185 5 45°, 60° 

S4 82.0 0.760 5 45°, 60° 

2.2 Numerical simulations 

To supplement the experimental data, particularly for smaller impact angles, a finite element method (FEM) was built to 

produce a virtual model of the SPG system, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The FEM model includes structural components of the 135 

SPG system, such as the steel plate, bolts, sensor casings, elastomers, and the internal and outer frames were subdivided, 

individually, into small finite elements. Subsequently, all the components were assembled considering mechanical contacts 

and frictions, and the entire SPG system was simulated in the LS-DYNA (LSTC 2014). Detailed information used in the 

FEM model are reported by Chen et al. (2021). The FEM model was used to numerically simulate the signal response for 

spherical particles impacting a SPG plate with a speed of 3.5 m/s (irrespective of the impact angle) at different angles 140 

ranging from 0° to 90°, and for sphere diameters of 82 mm, 95.5 mm, and 120 mm, as indicated in Tab. 3.  

 

Figure 2: (a) Cross-sectional sketch of the SPG system impacted by a spherical particle. (b) Cross-sectional of the FEM 

model of the SPG system. The coordinate system is set up with the X-axis pointing in the transverse direction (across the 

flume width), the Y-axis pointing downstream (in flow direction), and the Z-axis pointing up perpendicularly to the plate’s 145 

surface. θ is the impact angle of the sphere. FContact is the contact force between the sphere and the plate. V is the impact 

velocity of the sphere onto the plate, which has two components VY and VZ given in Tab. 3. 
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Table 3: Characteristic values of the spheres and impact angles used in the FEM simulations. The diameters D1, D2 and D3 

of the spheres are 82 mm, 95.5 mm and 120 mm, respectively. A constant density ρs = 2677 kg/m3 was used in the FEM 150 

simulations. VY and VZ are the components of the impact velocity in the Y and Z directions, respectively. 

No. D1 [mm] D2 [mm] D3 [mm] 
Impact 

angle [°] 

VY 

[m/s] 

VZ 

[m/s] 

1 82.0 95.5 120.0 0 3.500 0.000 

2 82.0 95.5 120.0 10 3.447 0.608 

3 82.0 95.5 120.0 20 3.289 1.197 

4 82.0 95.5 120.0 30 3.031 1.750 

5 82.0 95.5 120.0 45 2.475 2.475 

6 82.0 95.5 \ 60 1.750 3.031 

7 82.0 95.5 \ 70 1.197 3.289 

8 82.0 \ \ 80 0.608 3.447 

9 82.0 \ \ 90 0.000 3.500 

2.3 Bedload transport modes 

2.3.1 Saltation, rolling and sliding 

Generally, the bedload particles are transported in three types of motions, namely saltation, rolling and sliding, as illustrated 

in Fig. 3. In other studies, the motion mode of the bedload transport was investigated experimentally and showed a 155 

correlation with the time-averaged bed shear stress 𝜏�̅� or the ratio of 𝜏�̅� to the critical value of the bed shear stress 𝜏𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  

for incipient particle motion (Tsakiris et al., 2014). The value of 𝜏�̅� is constant in the case of the uniform flow condition, 

which can be calculated as 

𝜏�̅� = 𝜌𝑔𝑅ℎ𝑆 ,            (1) 

where ρ is the water density, g is the gravity acceleration, S is the bed slope, and Rh is the hydraulic radius that can be 160 

expressed as 𝑏ℎ/(2ℎ + 𝑏) for a rectangular cross section, h is the flow depth, and b is the channel width. For our flume 

experiments, 𝜏�̅� is determined as 102.9 N/m2.  

The critical Shields parameter ΘCritical is defined as the ratio of the critical bed shear stress 𝜏𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙  to the submerged 

particle weight:  

Θ𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =
𝜏𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

(𝜌𝑠−𝜌)𝑔𝐷
 ,           (2) 165 

where ρs is the particle density. 

Then the excess transport stage T (Auel et al., 2017) can be calculated by Eq. 3:  

𝑇 =
𝜏𝑏̅̅̅̅

𝜏𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
− 1 =

𝑅ℎ𝑆

Θ𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙(
𝜌𝑠
𝜌

−1)𝐷
− 1 ,         (3) 

Studies have showed that the probability of transport mode PM (PSal, PRol, and PSli for saltation, rolling, and sliding, 

respectively) is related to the flow intensity or T (Auel et al., 2017; Hu and Hui, 1996a). The critical Shields parameter 170 
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ΘCritical in our flume experiments is assumed as 0.03, as determined by Schneider et al. (2015) for mountain streams, and by 

Shahmohammadi et al. (2021) for flume experiments. For our flume experiments, T is calculated ranging from 0.22 to 6.42 

for the particle size ranging from 171.5 mm to 28.1 mm. 

 

Figure 3: Sketch of bedload particles in different transport modes, including saltation, rolling and sliding, moving over the 175 

Obernach flume facility. 

2.3.2 Impact instant and video analysis 

In order to match the transport mode of a bedload particle with the vibration signal, an important parameter that needs to be 

determined from experimental videos is the time instant when a particle impacts onto the channel bed. Figs. 4a-4c show 

sketches of transport modes of saltation, rolling and sliding, respectively, and also indicate an interaction between the 180 

bedload particle and the SPG plate. A shear stress between the geophone plate and the contact surface of a particle is 

generated when the particle impacts onto the plate with a certain angle, as seen in Fig. 4a. The frictional force Fc together 

with the fluid drag force Fw form a force couple. Similarly, another set of force couple is present in the vertical direction, 

namely the vertical support force Fn and the particle weight force G. These force couples act together on the particle, and 

finally rotate the particle. This small rotation of the bedload particle occurs immediately after impacting, allowing to 185 

determine the impact instant (at T1) from the video frames. Appendix A gives more details on how we analyzed the 

experimental videos. 
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Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the three observed types of transport modes: (a) saltation, (b) rolling and (c) sliding. T0, T1, 

T2, and T3 are four different time instants of particle motion, indicating impact and rebound of a particle on the SPG plate. In 190 

particular, T2 is the instant when the bedload particle impacts on the SPG plate. Fc and Fn denote a friction force and a 

vertical support force exerted by the SPG plate on the bedload particle, respectively. Fw is a force of water acting on the 

bedload particle. G is particle weight force. 

2.4 Signal processing 

2.4.1 Signal characteristics: amplitude, impulse, frequency 195 

A typical signal response of the SPG system recorded during a flume experiment for the bedload particles of grain-size class 

C9 moving over the SPG plates is illustrated in Fig. 5. The packets (Figs. 5a and 5b) were delimited on the basis of the 

envelope (blue line) of the signal computed with Hilbert transform (Wyss et al., 2016a). Each packet corresponds to the 
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signal response following a single particle impact onto the SPG plate, as seen in Fig. 5c. Subsequently, these packets were 

classified according to the respective transport modes of saltation (in gray), rolling (in red) and sliding (in blue), as 200 

determined from the experimental videos that were introduced above. The packets colored in purple suggest that the signals 

of this packet recorded by the sensor G1 or G2 were triggered by impacts on the neighboring sensor G2 or G1, respectively, 

or they represent the signals that cannot be matched with the videos due to limitation of light conditions. 

The positive maximum amplitude of a packet is given as AmpMax, Pac (V), as seen in Fig. 5c. The number of impulses I (Fig. 

5d) of each packet is obtained by counting the times of positive signal excursions above the pre-defined system threshold 205 

(Rickenmann et al., 2012, 2014; Wyss et al., 2016a). The threshold value in our study is 0.0216 V, as indicated by the blue 

dash-dotted line in Fig. 5d. 

The mass-impulse coefficient kIPM was used as a parameter relating the signal strength to the transported bedload mass M 

(Chen et al., 2021), and is defined as the number of impulses per particle mass: 

𝑘𝐼𝑃𝑀 =
𝐼

𝑀
 ,            (4) 210 

where I is the number of signal impulses recorded by the SPG system and M is the corresponding transported particle mass.  

According to the Hertz theory, the centroid frequency Freqcentroid (Eq. 5) of the SPG signal is an important parameter that can 

help to support the bedload size identification (Wyss et al., 2016a; Rickenmann, 2017; Thorne, 2014):  

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑 =
∑ 𝑓𝑚𝐴𝐹𝐹𝑇,𝑚

∑ 𝐴𝐹𝐹𝑇,𝑚
 ,          (5) 

where fm is the spectrum frequency (Hz) and AFFT,m is the amplitude (V·s) that is obtained by performing fast Fourier 215 

transform FFT on the signals. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of the SPG vibrations and signal packets for different transport modes following a flume experiment 

with bedload particles of grain-size class C9. (a) and (b) represent signals that were recorded by geophone sensor G1 and G2, 

respectively, with a flow velocity of 3.3 m/s. (c) Illustration of the packet definition as the envelope (blue line) of the raw 220 

signal, computed with the Hilbert transform, and representing one impact of a saltating particle. (d) Definition of impulse 

counts I (= 14), counting the times the signal exceeds the threshold (0.0216 V, see the blue dash-dotted line) in the positive 

domain. 

2.4.2 Number of packets 

The amplitude and frequency characteristics of the signal were found to vary significantly with the impact locations of the 225 

bedload particle, in particular when an impact occurs on a neighboring plate or on the concrete bed of the channel. An 

amplitude-frequency-based filtering method has been developed by Nicollier et al. (2021b, in review) to identify packets 

generated by these impacts and to classify them as “apparent”. In contrast, packets generated by bedload particles impacting 
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on the SPG plate above the considered geophone sensor are being classified as “real”. This filtering process accounts for the 

phenomenon of attenuation acting on a propagating seismic wave. In fact, the further a seismic wave propagates, the stronger 230 

is the attenuation of high frequencies with regard to low frequencies and thus the lower is the energy of the wave. “Apparent” 

packets can therefore be identified and removed from the final packet counting on the basis of their low amplitude-frequency 

content. 

Subsequently, the ratio ri,j
Packet,V_F of the total number of real packets over all transport modes based on the video 

observations to the real-packet number determined by the filtering method is calculated by  235 

𝑟𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡,𝑉_𝐹 =

𝑁𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡,𝑉

𝑁𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡,𝐹 ,           (6) 

where Ni,j
Packet,V is the total number of real packets for experimental run i and grain-size class j over transport modes based on 

the video analysis; Ni,j
Packet,F is the number of real packets for experimental run i and grain-size class j, determined by the 

filtering method. 

In addition, similar to the definition in Wyss et al. (2016c), the ratio αi,j
Packet of the number of packets Pi,j to the number of 240 

particles Ni,j for each experimental run i and grain-size class j is given as:  

𝛼𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 =

𝑃𝑖,𝑗

𝑁𝑖,𝑗
 ,            (7) 

For each transport mode, using all detected packets including both “real” and “apparent” packets, we have:  

𝛼𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡,𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 =

𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑁𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 ,           (8) 

where αi,j
Packet,Mode are the ratios of the number of packets to the number of particles for experimental run i and particle-size 245 

class j for the transport mode of saltation, rolling and sliding; Pi,j
Mode and Ni,j j

Mode are the numbers of packets and transported 

particles for experimental run i and particle-size class j for the mode of saltation, rolling and sliding, respectively. 

2.4.3 Estimation of particle velocity 

Generally, the value of bedload particle velocity VP is expected to be less than the water flow velocity VW. If the ratio 𝑟𝑃𝑊 =

𝑉𝑃 𝑉𝑊⁄  and VW are given, then VP can be estimated by the following equation: 250 

𝑉𝑃
𝐸𝑠𝑡 = 𝑟𝑃𝑊𝑉𝑊,            (9) 

where 𝑉𝑃
𝐶𝑎𝑙  is called the estimated particle velocity in present study; 𝑟𝑃𝑊  ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 for natural particles as 

suggested by Julien and Bounvilay (2013).  

VP can be also calculated by particle travel distance 𝐿𝑃 and time ∆𝑇𝑃 , which is expressed as: 

𝑉𝑃
𝐶𝑎𝑙 =

𝐿𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴

∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴,            (10) 255 
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where 𝑉𝑃
𝐶𝑎𝑙  is called calculated particle velocity in this study; 𝐿𝑃

𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴
 is a constant of 0.775 m, determined by the centre-to-

centre distance between the SPG and MPA systems; ∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴 = 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴 − 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺  is the arrival time difference determined 

from the starting time of the packets 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺  and 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴 for the SPG and MPA systems, respectively. More details about the 

calculation of ∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴

 can be found in Appendix B. 

To compare our experiments data with the other flume studies, the particle velocities introduced above are normalized as: 260 

𝑉𝑃
𝑀,∗ =

𝑉𝑃
𝑀

√(𝑠−1)𝑔𝐷
,            (11) 

where 𝑉𝑃
𝑀,∗

 represents the nondimensional particle velocity, i.e. 𝑉𝑃
𝐸𝑠𝑡,∗

 or 𝑉𝑃
𝐶𝑎𝑙,∗

, indicating the particle velocity normalized 

by the term √(𝑠 − 1)𝑔𝐷; s is the ratio of particle density ρs to water density ρ. 

3 Results 

3.1 Percentage distribution of transport modes 265 

To assess signal signatures of the SPG system impacted by bedload particles varying in transport mode, a total of 2414 

bedload impacts were analyzed for particles ranging in size (b-axis) from 28.1 mm to 171.5 mm (size classes C4 to C10) 

under a constant flow condition. Fig. 6a shows the total number of impacts for each bedload grain size class, including the 

real impacts for the modes of saltation, rolling and sliding. The apparent impacts and the impacts that generate no packets are 

both included in the category “other impacts”. Out of the total number of impacts, the percentage of the number of real 270 

impacts (= real packets) ranges from 22% to 31% generally increases with increasing particle size. As a consequence, the 

total number of real impacts over all particle sizes is calculated to be 571. Obviously, the number of effective impacts (= real 

impacts + apparent impacts) for all transport modes is larger than that of the real impacts, considering all impact locations 

including the concrete bed and the SPG plates, as seen in Fig. 6b. 

 275 
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Figure 6: Percentage of impacts number for the transport mode of saltation, rolling and sliding. (a) The total impacts and the 

percentage of real impacts on the geophone plates for each transport mode. (b) The percentage of effective impacts for all 

transport modes anywhere on the bed or plates. The abbreviation Eff. refers to the effective impacts or packets. The number 

at the top of each column represents the total impact number for each particle size class. 

The value of ri,j
Packet,V_F is slightly smaller than but close to one for small particle sizes ranging from 28.1 mm to 71.3 mm, 280 

(Fig. 7), indicating that the number of real packets based on the video analysis is smaller than that obtained from the filtering 

method using the amplitude-frequency information as introduced above. However, for the largest three particle size classes, 

the value of ri,j
Packet,V_F generally increases with increasing particle size. 

 

Figure 7: The ratio ri,j
Packet,V_F of total number of real packets for all transport modes based on the video analysis to the 285 

number of real packets determined by the filtering method for each particle size class j. 

3.2 Signal responses of the SPG system 

In the following, we present the summary statistics of the coefficient kIPM (number of signal impulses per particle mass), the 

maximum amplitude AmpMax,Pac and the centroid frequency FreqCenroid as a function particle size or impact angle, 

respectively, for different transport modes. A constant impact speed of 3.5 m/s for the spheres was used in the FEM 290 

simulations, resulting in different vertical impact velocities for different impact angles onto the plate (Tab. 3).  
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Figure 8: (a) Impulse-mass coefficient kIPM versus bedload particle size D (b-axis) for different transport modes. (b) Impulse-

mass coefficient kIPM versus the impact angle θ for different impacting particle sizes. While FEM denotes simulations with 

the finite element method, the abbreviation Exp. refers to the inclined chute experiments. 295 

The coefficient kIPM decays strongly with increasing particle size D, regardless of whether the particles are in saltation, 

rolling or sliding motion (Fig. 8a). On average the kIPM values of saltation particles are larger than those of rolling particles, 

and the sliding particles tend to have the lowest values. The overlap of the kIPM values for particles in different transport 

modes varies between particle sizes which makes it difficult to distinguish motion modes by only considering the value of 

kIPM. 300 

Both the inclined chute experiments and the FEM simulations indicate that the impulse-mass coefficient kIPM varies only 

moderately with impact angle for a given particle size, except for impact angles changing from 0° to 10° for the FEM model 

(Fig. 8b). In contrast, the coefficients kIPM decrease with increasing sphere size. This is in an agreement with results from the 

flume experiments with natural particles (Fig. 8a). 
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 305 

 

Figure 9: (a) Maximum amplitude AmpMax, Pac versus bedload particle size D for different transport modes. (b) AmpMax,Pac 

versus impact angle θ for different particle sizes. While FEM denotes simulations with the finite element method, the 

abbreviation Exp. refers to the inclined chute experiments.  

The maximum amplitude of a packet AmpMax,Pac generally increases with increasing bedload particle size D for all 310 

transport modes (Fig. 9a). The saltation particles tend to generate the largest signal amplitudes, followed by the rolling 

particles and then the sliding particles. The sliding particles do not display a very clear relation between AmpMax, Pac and D.  

The maximum amplitude of a packet AmpMax,Pac increases with increasing particle impact angle θ up to about θ = 60°. The 

FEM simulations and the inclined chute experiments for sphere impacts (Fig. 9b) show a similar trend but no clear trend for 

natural particles. 315 
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Figure 10: (a) Centroid frequency FreqCentroid versus bedload particle size D for different motion modes. (b) Centroid 

frequency FreqCentroid versus impact angle θ for different impacting particle sizes. While FEM denotes simulations with the 

finite element method, the abbreviation Exp. refers to the inclined chute experiments. 

The centroid frequency FreqCentroid generally decreases with increasing D for all transport modes (Fig. 10a). Similar to the 320 

maximum amplitude, FreqCentroid values for saltation particles are generally largest, followed by values for the rolling and 

then the sliding particles. However, it appears that the discriminating effect of particle transport mode on the centroid 

frequency is rather weak for some particle sizes. The variability in frequency for each transport mode may also be partly due 

to variable particle impact locations on the geophone plate. Other factors, such as the particle shape can also play a role.  

According to the FEM simulations, the centroid frequency FreqCentroid increases with impact angle up to about θ = 20° (Fig. 325 

10b). The data from the inclined chute experiments show a slight decrease of FreqCentroid for the largest of the two tested 

impact angles. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Effect of transport mode on the SPG signal response 

4.1.1 Number of packets for each transport mode 330 

We showed that the ratio between the total number of real packets based on the video analysis and the number of packets 

resulting from the filtering method (Nicollier et al., 2021b, in review) ri,j
Packet,V_F is slightly smaller than but close to one for 

particle sizes ranging from 28.1 mm to 71.3 mm (Fig. 7). This is due to the fact that in the experiment, only the particle 

impacts that are on the SPG plates are selected. The signal that is produced by the impacts on the concrete is dampened 

during wave propagation and filtered using the numerical method. Note that, for the real impacts, the number of packets is 335 

equal to the number of impacts, while this is not true especially for the impacts on the concrete due to the non-effective 

impact. However, the value of ri,j
Packet,V_F increases with increasing particle size ranging from 95.5 mm to 171.5 mm, and 

approaches a value of around two for the largest particle size class, which is possibly because of the high impact energy 

generated by the large particles. Nevertheless, the data from video analysis is in general agreement with that obtained from 

the filtering method (Nicollier et al., 2021b, in review).  340 

 

Figure 11: The number of packets divided by the number of transported particles for each transport mode (αj
Packet,Mode) as a 

function of bedload particle size D ranging from 28.1 mm to 171.5 mm. “All data” represents the sum of the packets 

generated by saltation, rolling and sliding particles. The results from the flume experiments are also compared to the data of 

the Erlenbach field measurements analyzed by Wyss et al. (2016a) for a mean flow velocity of 5 m/s. 345 

The ratio αj
Packet,Mode represents the number of packets (identified from the SPG signal) divided by the number of particles 

transported over the channel bed (Wyss et al., 2016c). This represents a detection probability and can be considered as a 

calibration curve of the SPG system, providing the values of αj
Packet,Mode as a function of bedload particle size for each 

transport mode (Fig. 11). For the transport mode of saltation, the larger particles generally generate more packets recorded 

by the SPG system due to the higher impact energy leading to the longer wave transport distance. The values of αj
Packet,Mode of 350 

the rolling and sliding particles change less with increasing particle size (Fig. 11), and they are relatively smaller than the 
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values for the saltation particles over all bedload particle size classes. This is likely due to the fact that, in this study, the bed 

shear stress is a constant during the flume experiments and is considerably larger than the critical bed shear stress, leading to 

a dominant transport mode of saltation.  

The results obtained from the field measurements at the Erlenbach (Wyss et al., 2016) were compared with the results of 355 

our controlled flume experiments, showing relatively smaller values than the overall data and the saltation data based on the 

video analysis. However, the differences between the field measurements data and the overall packets data of the flume 

experiments decrease with increasing particle size. It indicates that for the transport conditions in the Erlenbach, saltation 

appears to the dominant mode for D > ca. 90 mm, while for D < ca. 90 mm, the larger flow velocity at the Erlenbach could 

be the reason for less signal response there as compared to the Obernach flume data. Note that the field measurements 360 

conducted by Wyss et al. (2016) were associated with a mean water flow velocity of 5 m/s which is higher than the 3.3 m/s 

in our flume experiments. As a consequence, the hop distance of a bedload particle in flow direction should be considerably 

larger for the field measurements than for the flume experiments, making it more likely for particles to fly over the plates, 

therefore, leading to the relatively smaller value of αj
Packet,Mode.  

4.1.2 Impulses per particle mass 365 

The impulse-mass coefficient kIPM decreases differently with increasing particle size for the different transport modes of 

saltation, rolling and sliding. Generally, more impulses are triggered by the mode of saltation regardless of bedload particle 

size (Fig. 8a). This is possibly because the saltation particles have relatively higher hop heights and vertical impact velocities 

compared to the modes of rolling and sliding, under the same flow condition. The differences in kIPM between the rolling and 

sliding become significant with larger bedload particle sizes. This could be due to the following reasons: (i) For the packets 370 

data that were used to calculate kIPM it must be noted that the impact locations of bedload particles are variable, leading to the 

differences between the rolling and sliding particles. (ii) The shape of large sliding particles is flatter than of the rolling 

particles, which may also contribute differently to the signal impulses.  

4.1.3 Maximum amplitude 

The maximum amplitude of a packet AmpMax,Pac is growing in nearly a power law form with increasing particle size for all 375 

the transport modes, especially for the modes of saltation and rolling (Fig. 9a). However, the values of AmpMax,Pac increase 

less with changing bedload size for the largest particle sizes ranging from 127.9 mm to 171.5 mm, showing a qualitative 

agreement with the experiments at the Erlenbach (Wyss et al., 2016a) and with the FEM simulation data (Chen et al., 2021). 

The reason for this “saturation” limit in terms of maximum amplitude of a packet is likely due to a mechanical behavior of 

the SPG system. The variation of signal amplitude for each particle size class and each transport mode is mainly considered 380 

to be caused by particle impact location on the SPG plates because of flowing water. Experimental results determined from 

laboratory drop tests and numerical data obtained from FEM simulations showed that the maximum amplitude was reduced 

by more than 50% with changes from centric impacts to the eccentric impacts (Chen et al., 2021). Note that even within a 
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given particle size class in the flume experiments, the particles have a variable natural shape, which could also cause variable 

signal responses.  385 

The median value of AmpMax,Pac for the mode of saltation is larger than that for the rolling and significantly larger than for 

the sliding particles (Fig. 9). This is because a particle in saltation generally has a higher impact velocity and can transfer 

more impact energy to the SPG plate. A considerable difference of AmpMax,Pac between the transport modes could potentially 

be helpful in identifying sliding particles and therefore may improve the signal conversion into fractional bedload transport 

rates. 390 

4.1.4 Centroid frequency 

The frequency FreqCentroid of a generated signal decreases with increasing bedload particle size (Fig. 10a), showing an 

agreement with previous investigations (Rickenmann, 2017; Wyss et al., 2016a). The median value of FreqCentroid for 

saltation particles is slightly larger than that for rolling and sliding particles. Assuming that the vertical impact velocity 

generally decreases from saltation to rolling to sliding particles, the observed change in FreqCentroid with changing transport 395 

mode is in general agreement with the Hertz theory (Thorne, 1985). However, for a given particle size class, the differences 

of FreqCentroid between all transported modes are not very significant. In any case, among all contributing factors, particle size 

dominates the centroid frequency according to the Hertz theory. Although all signal data were obtained under a constant 

flowing condition, the velocity of saltation particles is relatively larger but not considerably larger than that in rolling and 

sliding. The rolling and sliding bedload particles with approximately the same impact velocity move near the flume bed, 400 

resulting in little difference in frequency for the same size class. 

4.2 Effect of particle impact angle on the SPG signal response 

The impact angle θ between the directions of the water flow and the bedload particle motion might have an influence on the 

signal responses of the SPG system because of the changes of the vertical and horizontal components of impact velocity. The 

impulse-mass coefficient kIPM changes only moderately with increasing impact angle ranging from around 5° to 90° as seen 405 

in numerical results (Fig. 8b), which were compared with the inclined chute experiments with both spherical and natural 

particles for the impact angles of 45° and 60°. However, a clear effect of bedload particle size on kIPM can be observed in Fig. 

8b, indicating that the value of kIPM is reduced with increasing particle size, which shows a reasonable agreement with 

previous findings (Chen et al., 2021). This means that the SPG monitoring system is more sensitive to the bedload particle 

size than to the impact angle, in agreement with the Hertz theory as indicated above. 410 

The maximum amplitude AmpMax,Pac increases with increasing impact angle for the numerical data up to an intermediate 

angle of about 45° (Fig. 9b). The values of AmpMax,Pac for the FEM simulations are considerably larger than those from the 

chute experiments for the impact angles of 45° and 60°. This may be partly because that the impact velocities in the inclined 

chute experiments were overestimated. Note that the impact velocities calculated from the experimental videos were variable 

even for a fixed release height and particle size, due to friction along the chute bed and drag forces of the water. The curves 415 
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of AmpMax,Pac to impact angle tend to become flatter with increasing impact angle. This is possibly due to a plastic behavior 

of the plate material, as the vertical velocity component becomes relatively large compared to typical natural flow conditions.  

For a given impacting sphere size, the centroid frequency FreqCentroid appears to be relatively insensitive to changing impact 

angle except for nearly horizontal impacts (Fig. 10b). FreqCentroid is comparatively lower for impact angles ranging from 0° 

to 10° than for the rest of impact angles, which can be possibly explained as follows. We consider the fact that the horizontal 420 

impacts (sliding mode) in the FEM simulations are under a perfect condition with an impacting angle of 0°, indicating that a 

contact between the spherical particle and the SPG plate is dominated by friction. It’s convenient to assume that as the 

impact angle approaches horizontal, the normal stress goes down while the shear stress increases. Furthermore, FreqCentroid 

can drop due to the extremely low vertical impact velocity (see Tab. 3) for the horizontal impact. As a consequence, the 

signal response and wave propagation could be fundamentally different with the circumstances of non-horizontal impacts, 425 

leading to a lower signal centroid frequency.  

4.3 Comparison with other flume studies 

4.3.1 Probability of transport mode 

The probability of occurrence of each transport mode is related to the flow intensity or the transport stage (Auel et al., 2017; 

Hu and Hui, 1996a), indicating correlations with the bedload size as well. In the flume experiments conducted by Auel et al. 430 

(2017), sediment particles of three size categories, namely small, medium and large, ranging from about 5.3 mm to 17.5 mm 

were investigated in an artificial channel and recorded using the high-speed camera. Subsequently, the regression line that 

represents a shift from the saltation mode to the rolling mode was obtained, considering partial data from Hu and Hui 

(1996a), as seen in Fig. 12a. It is worth noting that the definition of the probability for the rolling mode is the ratio of the 

travelled distance by a rolling particle to the overall distance determined by the sum of saltation and rolling modes averaged 435 

over numbers of particles travels (Auel et al., 2017). Comparably, the data in our study is considered as the fraction 

calculated by the number of particles (or packets) represented by each transport mode, a similar definition as used by Hu and 

Hui (1996a).  

The probability of rolling mode PRol decreases in a power law form with increasing excess transport stage T for the data 

compiled by Auel et al. (2017), as is also illustrated with their proposed power law model to distinguish between the rolling 440 

and saltation regions in Fig. 12a. In our study, the dominant transport mode is saltation, for PSal equals about 55% to 73% 

varying in T. In contrast, 12% to 37% of the particles are in rolling mode, followed by the sliding mode that shows about 6% 

to 23%. The changes in the probabilities of each transport mode are due to the effect of particle size D (or particle weight) 

ranging from 28.1 mm to 171.5 mm that leads to values of T changing from 6.42 to 0.22. With regard to PRol, the results of 

the flume experiments in Auel et al. (2017) indicated that large particles have a high probability PRol. This is likely because 445 

the percentage of energy consumption (induced by turbulence and friction) for the small particles is considerably larger than 

that for the large particles with high inertia. However, our experimental data show that PRol decreases as particle size 
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increases, which may be related to the influence of gravity becoming important. Note that the particle size used in our 

experiments (Tab. 1) is approximately 5 to 10 times larger than the particles of Auel et al. (2017), resulting in a particle 

weight of about 125 to 1000 times larger in the former than in the latter. For the rolling particles and part of the saltation 450 

particles of our study, the experimental data are reasonably consistent with Auel et al. (2017). Interestingly, the probability 

of the sliding mode PSli displays an increase with increasing particle size, showing a different trend compared with the rolling 

mode. This is possibly due to the effect of particle shape: Flatter-shaped particles are more likely to move in the sliding 

mode, based on the video material. The shift from rolling to sliding could be estimated, as indicated by the regression line 

(blue dotted line) based on our flume observations in Fig. 12a. However, experiments considering more flow conditions are 455 

required to develop a more accurate model.  

4.3.2 Particle velocity 

Our experimental data for the dimensionless particle velocity VP
* show a dependency on the transport stage T, indicating a 

power law (Fig. 12b). A similar trend was found by Auel et al. (2017), who compared their data with experimental data from 

other studies (Abbott and Francis, 1997; Ancey et al., 2008; Chatanantavet, 2007; Chatanantavet et al., 2013; Fernandez 460 

Luque and Van Beek, 1976; Hu and Hui, 1996; Ishibashi and Isobe, 1968; Lee and Hsu, 1994; Lajeunesse et al., 2010; 

Sekine and Kikkawa, 1992). VP
* represents the particle velocity VP (𝑉𝑃

𝐶𝑎𝑙,∗
 and 𝑉𝑃

𝐸𝑠𝑡,∗
) normalized by the term √(𝑠 − 1)𝑔𝐷, 

where 𝑉𝑃
𝐶𝑎𝑙,∗

 is the particle velocity calculated by particle travel distance and arrival time difference determined from the 

starting time of the packets of the SPG and MPA signals; 𝑉𝑃
𝐸𝑠𝑡,∗

 is the estimated particle velocity, assuming that the ratio (30% 

to 80%, the red shaded area in Fig. 12b) of particle velocity to the flow velocity is known. 465 

Our results indicate that the estimated particle velocity is in the range of about 53% to 88% of the flow velocity, showing 

that it is slightly higher than but basically agrees with the range (the red shaded area in Fig. 12b) given in Julien and 

Bounvilay (2013). The data are also close to the empirical model presented by Auel et al. (2017), with the largest deviation 

for the lowest T. The general agreement of experimental data on particle velocities suggests that our observations on particle 

transport modes should also be comparable with other flume studies. 470 
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Figure 12: (a) Probability of transport mode P (PSal for saltation, PRol for rolling, and PSli for sliding) as functions of the excess 

transport stage T. The data from Auel et al. (2017), associated with natural grains and spheres with variable sizes ranging 

from about 5.3 mm to 17.5 mm, are shown in green. The data from Hu and Hui (1996a) are presented in gray. The present 

results from our flume experiments in terms of T ranging from 0.22 to 6.42 are compared to the power law model 𝑷 =475 

𝟏. 𝟖𝟒𝑻−𝟎.𝟗𝟒 applied by Auel et al. (2017) (red dotted line), with R2 = 0.64, and their compiled data. The (hypothetical) model 
𝑷 = −𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟕𝑻 + 𝟎. 𝟏𝟔, given by the blue dotted line, represents a suggested boundary between the sliding and rolling 

regions based on our flume observations. (b) The non-dimensional particle velocity 𝑽𝑷
∗ = 𝑽𝑷 √(𝒔 − 𝟏)𝒈𝑫⁄  versus T. The 

power law model 𝑽𝑷
∗ = 𝟏. 𝟒𝟔𝑻𝟎.𝟓 applied by Auel et al. (2017) is shown in red dotted line, with R2 = 0.95. The blue dotted 

line, 𝑽𝑷
∗ = 𝟏. 𝟔𝟖𝑻𝟎.𝟑𝟐, R2 = 0.87, is based on our experimental data. 480 

5 Conclusions 

In this research, systematic flume experiments and FEM simulations were conducted to study the signal response of the 

Swiss plate geophone bedload monitoring system when impacted by natural bedload particles varying in size, and showing 

different angles of impact and transport modes. Some key parameters of the acoustic signal have been analyzed, including 

the ratio of the number of packets to the number of transported particles αj
Packet,Mode, the maximum amplitude of a packet 485 

AmpMax,Pac, the impulse-mass coefficient kIPM, and the centroid frequency FreqCentroid. The major conclusions of this study are 

summarized as follows: 

[1] The number of impacts counted from the experimental video is in general agreement with the data obtained from the 
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filtering method. The number of packets for the rolling and sliding particles changes less with increasing particle size. 

Also, for all bedload particle size classes, sliding and rolling generate less packets than saltation. 490 

[2] The number of signal impulses per unit particle mass decreases nonlinearly with increasing bedload particle size, and 

displays a dependency on particle transport mode. It only weakly depends on particle impact angle. In general, saltating 

particles trigger a larger number of signal impulses than rolling and sliding particles. 

[3] The maximum amplitude of a signal packet increases with increasing particle size for the saltating and rolling particles, 

showing a dependency on particle impact angle. The strongest signal response of the SPG system is excited by the 495 

saltation particles, followed by the rolling particles, and the weakest signal is triggered by the sliding particles. 

[4] The centroid frequencies of the acoustic signal generally decrease with increasing particle size across all transport 

modes. For the FEM simulations, the centroid frequency values are considerably lower for the horizontal impact than 

for the rest of impact angles for a given particle size, indicating differences between the sliding and the saltation 

particles.  500 

[5] The probability of each transport mode correlates with the transport stage and particle size of the bedload. The 

dominant transport mode in this study is saltation, and the data indicate a possible threshold between the modes of 

rolling and sliding. The non-dimensional velocity of bedload particle increases in a power law form with increasing 

transport stage, and is in general agreement with other flume studies. 

Appendix A 505 

The analysis of the experimental videos included the following five steps: (1) tracking a saltating bedload particle from 

frame to frame during a certain time duration, especially when the particle contacts with the SPG plate or a nearby location, 

because saltation generally triggers a higher signal amplitude than the other two transport modes; (2) determining the time 

instants (time series 𝑇𝑚
𝑉) of each impact caused by this particle from the video frames, including the observation of a slight 

rotation (at time 𝑇𝑚0
𝑉 = 𝑇2) of the particle at the contact point, as described above; (3) isolating the signal packet (at time 𝑇𝑖0

𝑆 ) 510 

from the SPG output signals, as this packet is indicative of the particle impact on the SPG plates; (4) matching the analyzed 

particle impacts with the SPG signals, using the formula Eq. A1 and satisfying the condition of Eq. A2; (5) checking the 

impact instants generated by the rolling and sliding particles. 

𝑇𝑖
𝑆,𝐶𝑎𝑙 = λ(𝑇𝑚

𝑉 − 𝑇𝑚0
𝑉 ) + 𝑇𝑖0

𝑆  ,          (A1) 

|𝑇𝑖
𝑆 − 𝑇𝑖

𝑆,𝐶𝑎𝑙| < 3 × 10−3 sec ,          (A2) 515 

where λ = 1/3 is a coefficient for correcting the video time, 𝑇𝑖
𝑆,𝐶𝑎𝑙

 is the calculated time instant for each signal packet, 𝑇𝑚
𝑉 is 

the time instant of each bedload impact based on video observation, 𝑇𝑚0
𝑉  is the representative impact instant based on video 

observation, 𝑇𝑖0

𝑆  is the time instant for the isolated signal packet matched with 𝑇𝑚0
𝑉 , and 𝑇𝑖

𝑆  is the packets’ time series 
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recorded by geophones. The upper limit is considered in Eq. A2 because, in general, the contact time between the particle 

and the plate ranges from one to three milliseconds, which is less than the packet duration that typically lasts five to ten 520 

milliseconds. 

Appendix B 

Figs. B1a and B1b show representative signals of the SPG and MPA systems. The arrival time difference ∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴

 

between the systems can be calculated from the starting time of the packets 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺  and 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴  for the SPG and MPA as 

∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴 = 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴 − 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺 , noting that the MPA system is located at the downstream position of the SPG system Thus, the 525 

question now is to determine 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺  and 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴. 

Given a time window 𝑇𝑊 and time step ∆𝑡𝑃 (as seen in Figs. B1a and B1b), the number of packets 𝑃
𝑊𝑘  within the 𝑘𝑡ℎ 

time window 𝑇𝑘
𝑊 can be counted as:  

𝑃
𝑊𝑘 = ∑ 𝑚𝑊𝑘𝑛

1 ,            (B1) 

where k = 1, 2, …, ⌊
𝑇𝐸−𝑇𝑊

∆𝑡𝑃
⌋; 𝑇𝐸 is time duration of an experiment; “⌊ ⌋” is the ceiling operator; n is the value of number of 530 

packets 𝑃
𝑊𝑘 , varying with the moving time window; m = 1. 

In our study, the time window and time step are given as 1.0 s and 0.05 s, respectively. Consequently, the number of 

packets for the SPG and MPA system over the experimental duration 𝑇𝐸  can be expressed as functions of time, 

corresponding to the blue and red lines in Figs. B1c and B1d, respectively. As the final number, we utilize the time 

difference that accounts for 5% of the maximum value, as seen below: 535 

∆𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,𝑀𝑃𝐴 = 𝑇𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐴,5𝑡ℎ − 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,5𝑡ℎ

,          (B2) 

where 𝑇𝑃
𝑀𝑃𝐴,5𝑡ℎ

 and 𝑇𝑃
𝑆𝑃𝐺,5𝑡ℎ

 correspond to 5% of the maximum value in Fig. B1c. 
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Figure B1: Illustration of the vibrations, signal packets and counts of packet number, following a flume experiment with 

bedload particles of grain-size class C4 and with a flow velocity of 3.3 m/s. (a) and (b) are representative signals that were 540 

recorded by the SPG and MPA systems, respectively. (c) and (d) Counting the number of packets, summing up the numbers 

within the given time window (grey shaded area in (a) and (b)). The blue and red lines are the summed number of packets of 

each time window for the SPG and MPA systems, respectively. 
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Notations 565 

Symbols Descriptions 

𝑇𝑖0

𝑆  time instant for an isolated signal packet [s] 

𝑇𝑚0
𝑉  representative impact instant based on video observation [s] 

AFFT, m 
amplitude that is obtained by performing fast Fourier transform FFT on the signals 

[V·s] 

AmpMax,Pac maximum positive amplitude of the packet [V] 
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b channel width [m] 

Di mean value of bedload particle diameter for each size class i [mm] 

Fc friction force exerted by the SPG plate on the bedload particle [N] 

FContact contact force between the sphere and the plate [N] 

FEM finite element method [-] 

FFT fast Fourier transform [-] 

fm spectrum frequency [Hz] 

Fn vertical support force exerted by the SPG plate on the bedload particle [N] 

FPS frames per second [s-1] 

Freqcentroid centroid frequency of acoustic signals [Hz] 

Fw force of water acting on the bedload particle [N] 

G particle weight force [N] 

g gravity acceleration [m s-2] 

h flow depth [m] 

I number of impulses recorded by the SPG system for each impact event [-] 

Ij impulses recorded by the SPG system for bedload particle-size class j [-] 

JPM the Japanese pipe microphone [-] 

kIPM number of impulses per particle mass that is transported [kg-1] 

LP particle travel distance [m] 

LP
SPG,MPA centre-to-centre distance between the SPG and MPA systems [m] 

m Number of tests [-] 

M transported bedload mass [kg] 

Mj mean value of bedload particle mass for each size class j [kg] 

MPA the miniplates accelerometer [-] 

n number of particles for each experimental run [-] 

Ni,j number of particles for each experimental run i and grain-size class j [-] 

Ni,j
Mode 

number of particles for experimental run i and particle-size class j for the transport 

mode of saltation, rolling and sliding [-] 

Ni,j
Packet,F 

number of real packets for experimental run i and particle-size class j determined by 

the filtering method [-] 

Ni,j
Packet,V 

total number of real packets for experimental run i and particle-size class j for all 

transport modes based on the video analysis [-] 

𝑃
𝑊𝑘 number of packets within the kth time window [-] 

Pi,j number of packets for each experimental run i and grain-size class j [-] 

Pi,j
Mode 

number of packets for experimental run i and particle-size class j for the motion 

mode of saltation, rolling and sliding [-] 

PM 
probability of transport mode (PSal, PRol, and PSli for saltation, rolling, and sliding, 

respectively) [-] 

Rh hydraulic radius [m] 

ri,j
Packet,V_F 

ratio of the total number of real packets for all transport modes based on the video 

observations to the number of real packets for experimental run i and particle-size 

class j determined by numerical filtering method [-] 
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rPW ratio of particle velocity to water flow velocity [-] 

S bed slope [-] 

s ratio of particle density to water density 

SPG the Swiss plate geophone [-] 

T excess transport stage [-] 

TE time duration of an experiment [-] 

Ti
S packets’ time series recorded by geophones [s] 

Ti
S,Cal calculated time instant for each signal packet [s] 

Tk
W The kth time window [s] 

Tm
V time instant of each bedload impact based on video observation [s] 

TP
MPA starting time of the packets for the MPA system [s] 

TP
MPA,5th 

starting time of the packets for the SPG system, corresponding to 5% of the 

maximum value [s] 

TP
MPA,5th 

starting time of the packets for the MPA system corresponding to 5% of the 

maximum value [s] 

TP
SPG starting time of the packets for the SPG system [s] 

TW time window [s] 

V impact velocity of the sphere onto the plate [m s-1] 

VP particle velocity [m s-1] 

VP
* dimensionless particle velocity [-] 

VP
Cal calculated particle velocity [m s-1] 

VP
Cal,* 

particle velocity calculated by particle travel distance and time lag determined from 

the SPG and MPA signals [-] 

VP
Est estimated particle velocity [m s-1] 

VP
Est,* 

particle velocity estimated from the ratio of the averaged particle velocity to water 

flow velocity [-] 

VP
M,* nondimensional particle velocity VP

Est,* or VP
Cal,* [-] 

VW water flow velocity [m s-1] 

VY Y-component of the impact velocity [m s-1] 

VZ Z-component of the impact velocity [m s-1] 

αi,j
Packet 

ratio of the number of packets to the number of particles for each experimental run i 

and grain-size class j [-] 

αi,j
Packet,Mode 

ratios of the number of packets to the number of particles for experimental run i and 

particle-size class j for the motion mode of saltation, rolling and sliding [-] 

ΔTP particle travel time [s] 

ΔtP time step [s] 

ΔTP
SPG,MPA 

arrival time difference determined from the starting time of the packets and for the 

SPG and MPA systems [s] 

θ impact angle [°] 

ΘCritical critical Shields parameter [-] 

λ coefficient for correcting the video time [-] 

ρ water density [kg m-3] 
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ρs particle density [kg m-3] 

𝜏�̅� time-averaged bed shear stress [N m-2] 

τcritical critical bed shear stress [N m-2] 
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